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Abstract behavior-guiding rules and strategies allow monkeys to avoid errors in rarely encountered situations. In the present study, we contrasted strategy-related neuronal activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFdl) and the orbital prefrontal cortex (PFo) of rhesus monkeys. On each trial of their behavioral task, the monkeys responded to a foveal visual cue by making a saccade to one of two spatial targets. One response required a leftward saccade, the other required a saccade of equal magnitude to the right. The cues instructed the monkeys to follow one of two response strategies: to stay with their most recent successful response or to shift to the alternative response. Neurons in both areas encoded the stay and shift strategies after the cue appeared, but there were three major differences between the PFo and the PFdl: (1) many strategy-encoding cells in PFdl also encoded the response (left or right), but few, if any, PFo cells did so; (2) strategy selectivity appeared earlier in PFo than in PFdl; and (3) on error trials, PFo neurons encoded the correct strategy—the one that had been cued but not implemented—whereas in PFdl the strategy signals were weak or absent on error trials. These findings indicate that PFo and PFdl both contribute to behaviors guided by abstract response strategies, but do so differently, with PFo encoding a strategy and PFdl encoding a response based on a strategy.

Introduction

The ability to use abstract rules and strategies to guide behavior allows monkeys to make beneficial choices before learning concrete stimulus-response associations (Wise and Murray, 1999) and, more generally, to reduce errors in rare contexts (Genovesio and Wise, 2008). Rules differ from strategies in subtle ways, but they share many properties. They both provide an important adaptive advantage over the phylogenetically older, general-purpose learning mechanism that depends on slow, cumulative, trial-and-error learning by reinforcement. Abstract rules and strategies, for example, can guide responses to novel stimuli, even when stimulus generalization provides no help in making beneficial choices. The prefrontal cortex (PF), as a whole, contributes to behavior-guiding rules and strategies (Genovesio and Wise, 2008), but many questions remain about functional specializations within PF.

The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFdl, area 46) has long been thought to play a role in behaviors guided by abstract rules and strategies (Owen et al., 1996; Monchi et al., 2001; Brass et al., 2003; Bunge et al., 2003, 2005; Mansouri et al., 2009). In support of this idea, neurophysiological studies of PFdl have found rule- and strategy-related activity (White and Wise, 1999; Asaad et al., 2000; Hoshi et al., 2000; Wallis et al., 2001; Wallis and Miller, 2003a; Genovesio et al., 2005; Mansouri et al., 2006; Yamada et al., 2010), and damage to this area causes deficits in rule-based behaviors in both humans (Milner, 1963; Stuss et al., 2000; Barceló and Knight, 2002) and monkeys (Collins et al., 1998; Buckley et al., 2009).

The orbital prefrontal cortex (PFo, areas 11 and 13) has not received as much attention in studies of abstract rules and strategies. It has usually been viewed as a neural substrate for processing reward and affective information (Schultz, 2006; Wallis, 2007; Watanabe and Sakagami, 2007), including updated valuations of neural representations (Baxter and Murray, 2002) and the assignment of causal relations between object choices and outcomes (Walton et al., 2010). In accord with this idea, studies of neuronal activity in PFo have focused on expected or received reward outcomes (Thorpe et al., 1983; Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Hikosaka and Watanabe, 2000; Wallis and Miller, 2003b; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006, 2008; Simmons and Richmond, 2008; Kennerley and Wallis, 2009a,b; Kennerley et al., 2009; Bouret and Richmond, 2010; Kobayashi et al., 2010), with less consideration of advanced cognition. However, PFo also contains neurons that show rule-dependent activity (Wallis et al., 2001; Wallis and Miller, 2003a; Yamada et al., 2010), and lesions to PFo impair rule-based behavior in a way that points to a critical role in updating rule valuations (Buckley et al., 2009).

In a recent study, we contrasted activity in PFdl and PFo at feedback time and found that PFo neurons encoded the response chosen by monkeys, regardless of its outcome. PFdl neurons, in
contrast, encoded a combination of response and outcome (Tsujimoto et al., 2009). The present report extends the analysis of these data to the cue period.

Materials and Methods

Subjects and behavioral task. We studied two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), weighing 10 and 11 kg. All procedures conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Before recordings began, the monkeys were operantly conditioned to perform a saccade task (Fig. 1A), which has been described previously (Tsujimoto et al., 2009, 2010). Each monkey was restrained comfortably in a primate chair, with its head stabilized and oriented toward a video monitor 32 cm away.

Each trial began after a 1 s intertrial interval. A white fixation spot (0.6° filled circle) appeared at the center of the video monitor, along with two saccade targets (2.0° unfilled white squares, 11.6° left and right from center). To continue the trial, the monkey needed to fixate on the central circle. Initial fixation was constrained within a ±3° square window centered on the fixation point, but in practice, both monkeys maintained fixation more accurately than required.

After the monkey maintained fixation for 1.5 s, a visual cue appeared at the fixation point for 0.5 s. For each trial, one cue was selected pseudorandomly from a set of four stimuli (Fig. 1B) comprising vertical and horizontal bars (light gray, 1.0° × 4.9°) and squares (yellow and purple, 2.0° × 2.0°). The vertical bar and yellow square instructed the monkeys to select the same response on the current trial as they had on the previous trial (stay cues); the horizontal bar and purple square cued a shift from the previous response to the alternative (shift cues). The stay and shift trials were intermixed pseudorandomly and both occurred on approximately half of the trials.

The monkey continued to fixate the cue for the entire period of its presentation, as well as during the delay period that followed. The delay period lasted 1.0, 1.25, or 1.5 s (selected pseudorandomly), during which the fixation spot and the two saccade targets remained on the screen. The fixation spot then disappeared as the go or trigger signal for a saccade. Up to this point in the trial, fixation breaks caused the trial to be aborted, but this requirement ended with the go cue. Once the monkey made a saccade to one of the two squares (±3.75°), both targets became solid white on every trial, whether correctly or incorrectly performed. After 0.5 s of target fixation, feedback was delivered. A drop of fluid (0.2 ml) served as reward feedback after correct responses; the presentation of red squares over both targets served as negative feedback after errors.

After errors, the cue from that trial was repeated on correction trials, which were presented until the monkey obtained a reward by responding correctly, defined on the basis of the most recently rewarded response. In practice, the monkeys rarely required more than one correction trial after an error.

Data collection. Before data collection, an access port (18 mm inner diameter) was implanted on the exposed dura mater of the frontal lobe. The position and angle of the port was adjusted based on magnetic resonance images (MRI) so that both PFdl and PFo were accessible simultaneously (Fig. 1C). Single-neuron activity was recorded from PF using up to 16 platinum-iridium electrodes (0.5–1.5 MΩ at 1 kHz; Thomas Recording) inserted into the cortex with a multielectrode drive (Thomas Recording), which enabled independent control of each electrode. In typical recording sessions, approximately half of the electrodes were advanced into PFdl and the others were maintained more superficially in PFdl. Signals from each electrode were recorded using a multichannel acquisition processor (Plexon). Single-neuron potentials were isolated offline using a cluster cutting technique (Off Line Sorter; Plexon). Spike sorting was based on the multiple criteria, including principal component analysis, the minimal interspike intervals, and close visual inspection of the entire waveforms for every isolated cell. An infrared oculometer (Arrington Research) recorded eye position.

Histology. The recording sites were reconstructed by standard histological analysis, supplemented by structural MRI. Near the end of data collection, electrolytic lesions (20 μA for 20 s, anodal current) were placed in selected locations at two depths per penetration. After 10 d, the animal was deeply anesthetized and then perfused through the heart with 10% (v/v) formal saline. The penetration sites and tracks were reconstructed in Nissl-stained sections by reference to recovered electrolytic lesions and the marking pins inserted at the time of the perfusion.

Data analysis. Correction trials were excluded from all analyses reported here, as were error trials except where noted. All the analyses were done using SPSS software (SPSS) and MatLab with Statistics Toolbox (MathWorks).

To identify task-related neurons and to maintain consistency with the previous papers in this series (Tsujimoto et al., 2009, 2010), we used the Kruskal–Wallis test (α = 0.05) to compare mean firing rates among four defined task periods: a fixation period (0.5–1.0 s after fixation onset), a cue period (0–0.5 s after cue onset), a delay period (0–1.0 s after cue offset), and a feedback period (from 0.3 s before feedback onset until 0.2 s afterward). If activity during any task period significantly differed from that during another task period, a neuron was classified as task-related.

Then, to examine strategy-dependent activity, we applied a two-factor ANOVA (α = 0.05) to cue-period activity for all task-related neurons. The factors used were response (left and right) and strategy (stay and shift).

For average population activity, we measured the mean firing rate of each neuron in 20 ms bins aligned on cue onset. The average was computed separately for each neuron’s preferred (P) and anti-preferred (A) strategy. To confirm these results, we also calculated the normalized
population averages, based on the z-score of each bin’s firing rate relative to the mean activity from 1.0 s before cue onset to 0.5 s after reward onset. As a measure of strategy selectivity, the average firing rate for the anti-preferred strategy was subtracted from that for the preferred strategy \((P - A)\). Cross-correlation analysis was applied to these different plots, with a 20 ms bin step. The analogous procedure was conducted for responses (left vs right).

As another measure of strategy selectivity, we computed the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the cue period. These ROC values reflect the capacity of an ideal observer to detect some signal based on single-trial activity, and they have the advantage that the value is not affected by a cell’s mean discharge rate or by its dynamic range. Ideally, an ROC value of 0.5 would indicate no strategy selectivity and a value of 1.0 would reflect complete selectivity. Because of our procedure, which involved identifying preferred and anti-preferred strategies, a positive bias was introduced. Accordingly, a bootstrap analysis was performed to test whether the observed ROC values exceeded those expected by chance (Wallis and Miller, 2003b). For each neuron, we shuffled the strategy designation (stay vs shift) for each trial and recalculated the ROC values. This process was repeated 1000 times for each neuron, and the shuffled ROC values were compared with observed values (Mann–Whitney U test, \(a = 0.05\)). An analogous procedure was conducted for the responses.

The time course of strategy selectivity was estimated with a sliding ROC analysis (Rainer and Miller, 2000; Muhammad et al., 2006). We computed the area under ROC curve in a 200 ms centered window that stepped across the trial in increments of 20 ms (smaller time windows yielded unstable results). The onset latency of the strategy selectivity was defined as the point at which the sliding ROC curve exceeded 2 SDs above the shuffled ROC value for the consecutive 20 ms steps. The result was confirmed with a previously published method that used an ROC threshold of 0.6 for three consecutive steps (Wallis and Miller, 2003a). Peak time was defined as the bin that showed maximum ROC value during the cue period.

We also compared strategy selectivity in correct and error trials. To do so, we used a bootstrap procedure that was introduced in a previous paper (Tsujimoto et al., 2010). As noted above, one measure of strategy coding was the \(P - A\) activity difference observed in population averages. First, we computed the observed \(P - A\) activity difference for correct trials. Second, the strategy labels were applied to error trials based on the response that had been made. If, for example, a cell preferred the stay strategy on correct trials, then error trials with stay responses were designated “preferred,” regardless of the cell’s activity on those trials. The observed strategy signal for error trials was calculated as \(P - A\) on this basis. Third, the strategy designation (stay or shift) was shuffled randomly across all (correct and error) trials. The preferred and anti-preferred strategies were then reassessed for both correct and error trials, using the same labeling convention as for the observed data. Then, \(P - A\) activity differences were computed separately for correct and error trials. This shuffling procedure was repeated 1000 times, which yielded a distribution of 1000 sets of \(P - A\) activity differences, to which the observed set of \(P - A\) activity differences could be compared.

**Results**

**Behavior**

Details of the behavioral results, including oculomotor behavior, were described previously (Tsujimoto et al., 2009). Briefly, both monkeys performed the task proficiently, averaging 93% correct responses (Table 1) with reaction times of \(310 \text{ ms}\) (Table 2). The reaction times did not differ significantly between stay and shift trials (\(t\) test, \(p > 0.05\)). Both monkeys maintained stable and accurate fixation throughout the fixation and cue periods.

**Neuronal database and strategy-selective activity**

The neuronal database consisted of activity records from 873 isolated neurons, 524 from PFdl and 349 from Pfo. Of these neurons, 671 (77%) were task-related (Kruskal–Wallis test, \(p < 0.05\)), 393 (75%) in PFdl and 278 (80%) in Pfo. Table 3 gives the breakdown by monkey and area. The task-related cells, which had a mean of 83 ± 29 (SD) trials per neuron, were then tested for strategy selectivity by two-way ANOVA.

Table 2. Reaction times (ms, mean ± SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cue</th>
<th>Monkey 1</th>
<th>Monkey 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stay</td>
<td>(291 ± 65)</td>
<td>(311 ± 62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>(296 ± 68)</td>
<td>(322 ± 68)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Percentage of correct responses, correction trials omitted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cue</th>
<th>Monkey 1</th>
<th>Monkey 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stay</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the cue-period activity of neurons shown in Figure 2 did not differ significantly between the responses (left vs right), a subpopulation of strategy-related neurons in PFdl showed effects of both strategy and response. Figure 3 illustrates two examples. The PFdl neuron in Figure 3A increased its activity only when the cue instructed the monkey to stay with the left response and did not show a significant change in activity when the correct response was to the right for either stay or shift trials. This neuron showed significant main effects of both the strategy \((F_{(1,81)} = 4.9, p = 0.03)\) and response \((F_{(1,81)} = 14.4, p < 0.001)\), as well as their interaction \((F_{(1,81)} = 12.5, p = 0.001)\). Another PFdl neuron, shown in Figure 3B, also showed significant strategy \((F_{(1,66)} = 8.3, p = 0.005)\) and response \((F_{(1,66)} = 52.3, p < 0.001)\), and inter-
action ($F_{(1,66)} = 10.3, p = 0.002$) effects, with a preference for stay-right trials.

Among 48 PFdl neurons with strategy selectivity, 33% ($n = 16$) also had a significant main effect of the response. In PFo, only 4 of 49 (8%) of the strategy-selective neurons did so, just 1.6 cells more than expected by chance. These proportions were significantly different ($\chi^2 = 7.91, p = 0.005$). The strategy-response conjunctions discussed so far involved neurons selected for showing strategy-selective activity. We also tested the entire population of task-related PFdl and PFo cells for strategy and response coding and obtained similar results. Figure 4A shows that task-related cells in PFdl showed both strategy and response effects, but those in PFo showed mainly strategy effects, compared with chance levels (dashed line). Figure 4, B and C, shows the complete results of ANOVA for task-related cells. Among such cells, significant response effects were observed more frequently in PFdl ($n = 55, 14\%$) than in PFo ($n = 16, 5.8\%$) ($\chi^2 = 10.83, p = 0.001$). The proportion of cells with significant response effects in PFo was only 2.1 cells more than the number expected by chance.

Population analysis

The cells that showed a significant strategy effect by ANOVA had a mean ROC value (Fig. 4D, light gray) of 0.72 ± 0.12 (SD) and 0.68 ± 0.12 for PFdl and PFo, respectively. The ROC analysis was also performed for the entire population of task-related neurons

---

**Table 3. Numbers of cells showing main effects of strategy or response, numbers of task-related neurons, and numbers of isolated neurons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Strategy selective</th>
<th>Response selective</th>
<th>Task related</th>
<th>Isolated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monkey 1</td>
<td>Monkey 2</td>
<td>Monkey 1</td>
<td>Monkey 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFdl</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFo</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2.** Three examples of strategy-selective neurons. **A–C.** Neuron activity aligned on cue onset. Raster displays show spike times sorted chronologically from top to bottom with spike-density averages below each display. Stay (thick lines) and shift (thin lines) responses shown separately. Correct trials only. Background shading represents the cue period. **A.** PFdl neuron from monkey 2. **B.** PFo neuron from monkey 1. **C.** PFo neuron from monkey 2. sp/s, Spikes per second.

---

**Figure 3.** Two PFdl neurons with cue-period activity encoding both strategy and response. **A.** Neuron from monkey 1 encoding a combination of the stay strategy and leftward responses (for details on the format, see Fig. 2). Black arrows show the direction of response. **B.** Neuron from monkey 2 encoding the stay strategy effect and rightward responses.
task-related cells lacking such effects, nevertheless showed significa-
tively higher ROC values compared with shuffled data in both
PFdl and PFo (Mann–Whitney U test, p < 0.001). These find-
ings indicate robust encoding of the strategy by task-related cells
in both areas.

The ROC analysis was also applied to response coding during the
cue period. In accord with the results from ANOVA, the overall task-related population in PFdl significantly encoded the
upcoming response during the cue period, but not in PFo. As
illustrated in Figure 4E, response coding in PFdl yielded an ROC
value of 0.62 ± 0.08 versus 0.55 ± 0.01 for shuffled data, which
was a significant difference (p < 0.001, Mann–Whitney U test).
In PFo, the ROC value was 0.56 ± 0.05 versus 0.56 ± 0.01 for
shuffled data (p = 0.45, not significant). This finding indicates
that a small number of cells in PFo showed significant effects of
response by ANOVA (Fig. 4C) the task-related population
did not encode a sufficiently strong response signal for ex-
ternal detection.

To characterize the strategy-selective activity in greater detail,
we examined the average population activity for neurons with
strategy-selectivity during the cue period (n = 48 and 49 for PFdl
and PFo, respectively). Figure 5A shows that both PFdl and PFo
neurons began to discriminate their preferred and anti-preferred
strategy shortly after the onset of the strategy-instructing cue.
Normalized population averages confirmed these findings for
both PFdl and PFo (Fig. 5B). Figure 5C plots the difference be-
tween the preferred and the anti-preferred strategy. Although
both PFdl and PFo showed a similar strategy signal during the
cue period, there were two differences noted. The strategy signal
seemed to increase more rapidly in PFo than in PFdl, and in PFdl,
the discharge rate was modulated only for the preferred strategy. The time course of the strategy signal in PFdl significantly
differed from that of PFo (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, D = 0.38, p < 0.001). Ac-

First, we examined when the SEM envelopes for preferred and anti-preferred
strategies separated for the first time after cue onset. Based on the data plotted in
Figure 5A, this separation occurred 139 ms after cue onset in PFo and 180 ms after cue onset in PFdl, a difference of approx-
imately two 20 ms bins. A cross-
correlation analysis of the difference plot (Fig. 5C) also shows a forward shift of two
bins (30–50 ms) for the PFo population relative to the PFdl population.

Second, we calculated sliding ROC val-
ues. Figure 6A shows a moving average of the area under the ROC curve for each
cell, and Figure 6B gives the population average of these values. These plots con-
firm the robust encoding of strategy sig-
als in both PFdl and PFo and, like the
population averages in Figure 5, suggest
that the selectivity appeared sooner in PFo
than in PFdl. Their SEM envelopes sepa-
rated 180–200 ms after cue onset and, at
that point, the PFo curve is shifted for-
ward by three bins (~60 ms) relative to PFdl.

To further test this apparent difference in time course statisti-
cally, we computed the onset latency and peak time of the strategy
selectivity, using the sliding ROC analysis depicted in Figure
6A. To estimate the onset time of strategy selectivity, we searched
each neuronal record for the first time that the ROC value ex-
ceeded 2 SD of the shuffled value for three consecutive bins.
Figure 6C shows the cumulative fraction of neurons that met that
criterion as a function of time after cue onset. PFo neurons
tended to satisfy the criteria sooner than those in PFdl (Kolmogo-
rov–Smirnov test, D = 0.52, p = 0.0036). The median latency was
also significantly different between PFdl and PFo (280 ms vs 200
ms for PFdl vs PFo, respectively; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 0.04). To confirm this effect with another criterion, we used the
definition of onset latency from a previous study (Wallis and
Miller, 2003a), which was the point at which the sliding ROC
curve exceeded 0.6 for three consecutive bins. This test yielded
similar results, with median latencies of 300 versus 230 ms for
PFdl vs PFo, respectively (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 0.015).
Peak strategy-encoding time showed the same tendency (Fig. 6D)
(Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, D = 0.43, p = 0.029), with medians of
340 versus 280 ms for PFdl versus PFo, respectively.

We recognize that testing the overall distribution of onset
times is problematic because the addition of cells with lagging
onset times to an otherwise leading population can shift means
and medians in a potentially misleading way. Inspection of the
distributions, however, indicated that no such distortion oc-
curred in the present dataset, which dealt only with the 500 ms
period of cue presentation.

Because neurons in PFdl encoded the response (left or right)
as well as the strategy (shift or stay) during the cue period, we
compared the time course of these two signals. Figure 7 shows the

---

**Figure 4.** A. Results of two-way ANOVA, main and interactive effects. Dashed line represents percentage expected by chance. B, C, Venn diagrams of results from ANOVA for PFdl (B) and PFo (C), showing main effects, interactive effects, and their combina-
tions. D, Strategy selectivity as measured by ROC analysis. Area under ROC curve was computed for all task-related (t-r) cells and
cells with significant strategy effects. The value of the shuffled ROC gives value expected by chance (dashed line). E, Response
selectivity as measured by area under ROC curve computed for the all task-related cells. Error bars indicate SEM. *p < 0.001.

---

(FIG. 4D, dark gray). This population, which includes the 12–
18% of task-related cells with strategy effects, as well as the
task-related cells lacking such effects, nevertheless showed signific-
antly higher ROC values compared with shuffled data in both
PFdl and PFo (Mann–Whitney U test, p < 0.001). These find-
ings indicate robust encoding of the strategy by task-related cells
in both areas.
results. Both ROC analysis (Fig. 7A) and the population activity averages (Fig. 7B) show that the response signal developed along with the strategy signal in PFdl. Unlike the strategy signal in either PFdl or PFo, the response signal persisted throughout the cue period, in accord with the requirement to prospectively encode the future action for implementation once the go cue appeared.

Error trials
To examine strategy selectivity in error trials, we performed the bootstrap procedure explained in Materials and Methods, above. To summarize this test, we examined whether the observed population activity difference between preferred and anti-preferred strategies exceeded the range of shuffled data for both correct and error trials. We needed to analyze error-trial activity at the population level because the low proportion of errors precluded a population level because the low proportion of errors precluded a

Figure 5. Strategy-selective population means. A, Mean population activity (shaded area, SEM) for PFdl (left) and PFo (right) neurons with significant strategy-selective activity during the cue period (n = 48 and 49, respectively), computed separately for each neuron’s preferred (black) and anti-preferred (red) strategy. Vertical line shows the time of cue onset. B, Normalized (z-score) population averages for the same data as shown in A. C, Difference in activity between the preferred and anti-preferred strategies.

recording sites
We plotted the recorded sites and the positions of strategy-selective neurons based on reconstructed surface penetrations (Fig. 9), MRI reconstructions of electrode tracks, and the location of electrolytic marking lesions. The PFdl recordings came from both dorsal and ventral banks of the principal sulcus in both monkeys (Fig. 9A), with a few neurons in the adjacent cortex. There was no clear clustering of strategy-selective neurons in PFdl. PFo recording sites differed slightly between monkeys (Fig. 9B). In monkey 1, they came mainly from area 11; in monkey 2, recording sites were more medial and caudal and came mainly from area 13 (Carmichael and Price, 1994). Histological analysis showed that the recording sites were in homotypical cortex and did not extend caudally into the agranular part of area 13. As in PFdl, there was no unequivocal clustering of strategy-selective neurons, although they tended to be recorded from the more rostral lateral part of area 11 (Fig. 9B).

Discussion
The present study examined cue-period encoding of abstract response strategies in PFdl and PFo. Using a different version of the task, we previously reported strategy-selective neurons in PFdl and in the dorsal PF cortex (areas 8 and 9) during the cue period (Genovesio et al., 2005, 2008). The current results confirmed this finding for PFdl and showed that PFo contains neurons with similar properties. Likewise, Wallis et al. (2001) found neurons encoding abstract rules in both PFdl and PFo. In addition, here we found significant differences in strategy signals between PFdl and PFo. In what follows, we first discuss PFo, then compare it with PFdl.

Orbital prefrontal cortex
The experimental design allowed us to rule out simple motor or sensory correlates of neuronal activity. The strategy effects examined here were independent of information about response tar-
gets or movements because the same strategy led to both rightward and leftward saccades on different trials. The strategy signal observed here was also not a simple reflection of physical properties of visual cues. Our task used two different visual sub-modalities (orientation and color) to instruct strategies, and there was rarely any difference in strategy coding for these two kinds of cues. All stimuli and both responses had the same value and the same outcome associations over the long term. In addition, in a control task to be described in a future report (our unpublished data), drops of fluid served as strategy cues instead of visual inputs, and the results were similar. Furthermore, some strategy-selective cells in PFdl showed a strategy effect only in right-response or left-response trials, even though the cues were the same for both. Thus, the neurons described here did not encode cues, movements, or targets. We made no attempt, however, to distinguish rules from strategies (Genovesio and Wise, 2008).

A possible role for PFo in response strategies was first suggested by lesion studies. PFo was included in a lesion that abolished the implementation of abstract strategies (Bussey et al., 2001). That lesion, however, also included the ventral PF cortex (mainly area 12), which could have caused the deficit. In line with this possibility, deficits on a different strategy task have been attributed to the ventral PF cortex, with PFo lesions causing no effect (Baxter et al., 2009). Likewise, it has long been known that ventral PF cortex is important for learning matching and non-matching rules (Kowalska et al., 1991; Rushworth et al., 1997; Bussey et al., 2001; Buckley et al., 2009). The present results show that PFo plays a role in abstract rules and strategies, although not all kinds of strategies (Baxter et al., 2009). Together, PFo, the ventral PF cortex (Wang et al., 2000; Baxter et al., 2009), PFdl, and the dorsal PF cortex (Genovesio et al., 2005) all appear to contribute to a range of strategy- and rule-guided behaviors.

Contrasting orbital and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

A prevalent idea about the functional specializations of PFdl and PFo is that PFo processes information about reward and affect, including the valuation of stimuli (Padoa-Schioppa, 2007; Wallis, 2007; Kennerley and Wallis, 2009a; Kennerley et al., 2009), with PFdl being more closely related to the selection of goals and actions (Passingham, 1993; Genovesio et al., 2006; Tanji and Hoshi, 2008; Tsujimoto et al., 2008). Our results do not contradict this idea, but suggest that the role of PFo is broader than that synthesis suggests. PFo appears to have a role in strategy-based behavior that extends beyond the valuation of stimuli. According to a recent lesion study, PFo plays a role in updating the valuation of rules as well as stimuli (Buckley et al., 2009). Our findings also indicate that PFo functions extend beyond the representation of stimulus value and stimulus–outcome associations to encompass abstract rules and strategies.

The general similarity of strategy coding in PFo and PFdl is consistent with anatomical findings of reciprocal connections.
between them (Barbas and Pandya, 1989; Carmichael and Price, 1996; Cavada et al., 2000). Despite these similarities, PFo and PFdl differed in three respects. First, the proportion of strategy-encoding neurons that also encoded response choices (or goals) was significantly higher in PFdl than in PFo. These conjunctions could have reflected either previous or future choices, and they agree with findings indicating that response choices are rarely encoded in PFo, at least before feedback (for discussion, see Tsujimoto et al., 2009). Second, strategy selectivity appeared sooner in PFo than in PFdl, as does reward information (Wallis and Miller, 2003b). Third, on error trials, PFo neurons encoded the strategy that had been cued (but not implemented), whereas in PFdl, the strategy signal was weak or absent. These results provide neurophysiological evidence that PFdl and PFo contribute differently to abstract response strategies.

The differences between PFdl and PFo, like their similarities, are likely to depend on their anatomical connections (Passingham et al., 2002). In particular, PFdl sends projections to a variety of premotor areas, which in turn project to the primary motor cortex (Preuss and Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Lu et al., 1994; Luppino et al., 2003; Takada et al., 2004). In contrast to PFdl, PFo is strongly interconnected with sensory areas of the cortex, such as the inferotemporal cortex, and is much less directly connected to motor areas (Jones and Powell, 1970; Barbas, 1988; Webster et al., 1994; Saleem et al., 2008). The finding that strategy selectivity appeared sooner in PFo than in PFdl seems to be consistent with these anatomical differences. Our task instructed a strategy by visual cues, in particular by stimulus color and orientation. These visual features are represented in the inferotemporal cortex, so PFo would have more direct access to these representations than would PFdl. As explained above, the strategy signals in PFo do not reflect stimulus features per se; they instead encode a strategy or rule selected on the basis of stimuli with these features.

The three ways that PFdl differs from PFo in strategy coding—the conjunction of strategy coding with response coding, later strategy signals, and weak or absent strategy coding on error trials—suggest a model in which PFo provides a strategy signal to PFdl, which selects a response based on the strategy and a memory of the previous response. Conjunctions with responses would be expected for an area involved in response selection. Not only do response–strategy conjunctions occur mainly in PFdl compared with PFo (Fig. 4), but these areas also encode the conjunction of responses and upcoming reward quantity (Wallis and Miller, 2003b; Kennerley and Wallis, 2009b), along with other response–outcome conjunctions (Barraclough et al., 2004; Tsujimoto and Sawaguchi, 2004; Seo and Lee, 2009). The later onset for strategy signals in PFdl compared with PFo (Figs. 5, 6) also...
supports this model because response selection follows strategy selection in the present task. The observation that PFdl’s response signal also develops at this later time (Fig. 7) is consistent with this view, with strategy encoded earlier than the response in PFO but not in PFdl. Error-trial activity provides further support (Fig. 8). Consistent with our previous report (Genovesio et al., 2008), the strategy signal in PFdl was weak or absent on error trials, which could have contributed to the implementation of the incorrect strategy or to the selection of a response independent of either strategy. We expect that a robust strategy signal in PFdl is needed for the selection of the appropriate response.

Buckley et al. (2009) concluded that PFdl lesions impaired the maintenance of a selected rule in working memory. Our findings do not disagree with that conclusion, although we note that attentional factors can also explain their results. The contents of working memory are used to guide appropriate actions and its contents are thought to be monitored (Petrides, 2000a,b; champod and Petrides, 2007; Baddeley, 2010). Monitoring, in this sense, is an attentional function applied to the contents of memory. The weakness of the strategy signal in PFdl on error trials (Fig. 8C) could reflect inattention to the strategy selected by neural networks that include PFO.

In conclusion, we note that the results for error trials resemble previous findings for PFO and PFdl, with some important differences. At feedback time, PFO neurons encode the response made regardless of outcome, whereas response-related activity in PFdl is weak or absent on error trials (Tsujimoto et al., 2009). Here, we found that, during the cue period, PFO neurons encode the strategy cued, regardless of outcome, whereas strategy-related activity in PFdl is weak or absent. These results in PFO differ, however, in that the feedback-period signal reflects the response implemented (although incorrect), but the cue-period signal reflects the correct strategy (although the one not implemented). A recent report by Kennerley and Wallis (2009a) might help interpret this combination of results. They suggest that PFO encodes many variables that are useful for choices, not merely the outcomes associated with stimuli. Viewed in this context, PFO could encode the strategy cued and the response made for use in making future decisions, even when that strategy was not implemented and the response was not correct.
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